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1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National
Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National
Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to
the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity., on an annual basis,
that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner
prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully
adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons,
including the driver, where that vehicle:
(a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
(b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
(c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of
determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if
the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory
Entity’s approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed
before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
- GPBRCMETGR4(135MBT135MBT00207926)The conveyance: Metered taxi service.
National Route code:
Board route code:
Destination: To any where in the Republic of South Africa. (This must be in accordance with the application made before
the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity. ).
Origin: The operator is allowed to start the journey from CORNER GRAYSTON & RIVONIA ROAD (SANDTON) in JHB
Metro
Description:
Time Tables: Not applicable
Service conditions imposed by the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity:
1. This operating license is subject to all relevant provisions of the National Land Transport Act 05 of 2009, the National
Land Transport Regulations of 2009, the Regulations of Gauteng Public Transport Regulatory Entity of 2011, National
Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996, Regulations in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 and all the by-laws relevant to
the local authorities where the operator operates.
2. A valid certificate of fitness (COF) must be submitted to the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory Entity., on an annual basis,
that is, one year from the date of issue.
3. The distinguishing mark issued with the operating licence must be displayed on the vehicle at all times in the manner
prescribed.
4. The operator is allowed to operate a public transport service by means of a motor vehicle which is designed, or lawfully
adapted, in compliance with the National Road Traffic Act, (Act No. 93 of 1996), to carry fewer than 7 seated persons,
including the driver, where that vehicle:
(a) is available for hire by hailing, by telephone or otherwise;
(b) may stand for hire at a rank as defined above; and
(c) is equipped with a sealed meter calibrated to the specific vehicle in use, in good working order, for the purpose of
determining the fare payable.
5. Metered taxis may leave their defined areas of operation if:
They carry the same passengers to and from their destinations or if
the taxi returns empty.
6. The vehicle must be marked in the prescribed manner.
7. The vehicle that was approved for the operations shall not be altered without the Gauteng Provincial Regulatory
Entity’s approval.
8. A metered taxi may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the fare for the particular journey is agreed
before the journey begins.
9. The authority and conditions contained herein may be reviewed at any time.
NOTE: THESE CONDITIONS MUST BE DISPLAYED WITHIN THE VEHICLE AT ALL TIMES.
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